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enough to drop through the ascending current, so that by regulating the strength of this, any desired class of ore can be obtained. In Fig. 119, a form is shown in which the sliding partition assists the settling, by causing the pulp to pass downwards, rapid surface currents across the box to the overflow being thus prevented. The discharge of the heavy particles is effected through A, the clear water pipe itself, by the arrangement shown. The launder .above the box supplies the clear water current, and shows the head of water used, which must be kept constant to ensure uniformity of results.
The chief defect of the early forms of pyramidal boxes was that, as the a,rea of the vat became larger and larger towards the top, the velocity of the ascending water naturally became less and less, so that many particles were able to settle down below the level of the overflow, but were stopped by the increasing force of the current, so that an accumulation of the ore took place half way up the box, and ultimately became so great as to interfere with the •classification. Several remedies have been devised for this defect, of which •one of the simplest and most effectual is to make the box pyramidal below, but with vertical sides in the upper part. This construction is partly carried •out in the box described above. A slime-pit is added to catch the stuff' which is too light to settle in the boxes, in. all cases in which these slimes are of sufficient value to pay for treatment. The number of boxes used depends on the tonnage to be treated and on the number of classes of material which it is deemed advisable to make. Usually two or three classes are sufficient.
On the Hand, the spitzlutte is about 2 feet by 3 feet at the top, with the upper sides vertical for about IS inches. The inverted 'pyramid below has an angle of about (>0°. The bailie plate is in the. middle and movable vertically. Spitzhitten are usually arranged in a series of three.1 Choking, .and the diiliculty of regulating the classification with constantly varying •conditions are the chief defects of these appliances.
Cone (Jldutiffici'x." The most recent form of hydraulic- classifiers arc. large •cones, 5 to 8 feet in diameter at the top and from 7 to .10 feet deep (see Kig. 120).3 The cones are built of fjj-inch sheet steel with the lower JS inches of the cone of cast iron, to resist, the hard wear of that part and to facilitate renewals. The pulp enters from a launder through u large central pipe, which delivers about 12 inches below the level of the pulp, and is supplied with a circular baflle plate placed horizontally about .*£ inches below the open •end of the pipe. The fine pulp overflows all round the cone in do an annular launder. The underflow passes through a noxxle at the apex of the cone, and passes vertically downwards into the inlet of the tube mill, or into launders, as horizontal or inclined pipes I/end to choke. The nozxlc is regulated with a cut-oil gate (see Kig. 121).1
The cone classifier is kept nearly full of sand by means of a circulai •diaphragm, due to Caldecott, about S to 10 inches in diameter, placed in the axis of the cone near the apex. The diaphragm prevents the sand from settling and forming a channel in the middle, but allows it free passage in the annular space round the diaphragm, and ensures a steady llovv of coarse material through the nozzle. The level of the Hand is kept comtant •under varying inflow by opening or closing u sliding shutter or gate at the nozzle. Coming from below so great a depth of sand, the underflow contains
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